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Created in accordance with the laws / rules 

/ regulations of the state of Tennessee



What is Village Caregiving?

A privately owned personal services 
agency, recognized as a Foreign Limited 
Liability Company (LLC) in Tennessee

• Owned/Operated by people with roots in the community
• Licensed as a “Personal Support Services Agency” to provide 

non-skilled home care services in Tennessee
• Dedicated to providing quality care to its clients
• Dedicated to the communities it serves
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Anti-Discrimination
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Village Caregiving does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, 
religion (creed), gender, gender expression, age, national origin 
(ancestry), disability, marital status, sexual orientation, military 

status, or any other reason, in any of its activities or operations.  We 
are committed to providing an inclusive and welcoming environment 

for all.  Village Caregiving is an equal opportunity employer.
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Service Area
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Village Caregiving provides services throughout Tennessee:



Benefits Accepted
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VA Benefits

Private Payment (check/ACH)

Long Term Care Insurance

*Other sources possible in the future



Employee Requirements
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All Village Caregiving employees must meet the following 
requirements: 

(a) All personal support services workers shall be 

eighteen (18) years of age or older; 

(b) All personal support services workers shall practice 

infection control procedures and standard precautions 

that will protect the client from infectious diseases; 

(c)  All personal support services workers shall submit to 

a criminal background check every two (2) years or within 

ten (10) days of employment or within ten (10) days of a 

change of responsibilities that includes direct contact 

with or direct responsibility for service recipients, as 

required by T.C.A. § 33-2-1202; 



Employee Requirements
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All Village Caregiving employees must meet the following 
requirements (continued): 

(d)  Status of every personal support services worker on the 
Tennessee registry of persons who have abused, neglected, or 
misappropriated the property of vulnerable individuals (“Abuse 
Registry”) maintained by the Department of Health shall be 
checked annually and prior to direct contact with service 
recipients. No employee or volunteer who is listed on the Abuse 
Registry may be hired or otherwise permitted to provider 
services; 
 
(e) Evidence of the status of every personal support services 
worker on the Tennessee Sexual Offender Registry shall be 
checked annually and prior to direct contact with service 
recipients; 
 



Employee Requirements
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All Village Caregiving employees must meet the following 
requirements (continued): 

(f) All personal support services worker must demonstrate the following prior to 

providing personal support services: 

1. Language skills sufficient to read and understand instructions; prepare 

and maintain written reports and records; 

2. Language skills sufficient to communicate with the service recipient; and 

3. Documented training specific to meeting individual service recipient 

needs in the area of self-care, household management and community 

living, and methodologies for service delivery. 

(g) Personal support services workers shall have access to consultation for any of the 

services provided under this chapter. Consultation may include providing the personal 

support service worker access to or consultation with a registered nurse, other agency 

staff or the primary family caregiver to assist the staff in providing personal support 

services; and 

(h)  Personal support service workers shall neither borrow, receive nor take funds or 

other personal property from the service recipient. 

 



References and Work History:
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All Village Caregiving employees must be able to provide references from at least three 
individuals, one of whom shall have known the personal support service worker for at 
least five years. Additionally, each applicant must provide their work history from the 
last five years.  This Form must be completed:



Background and Database Checks
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Background Checks: Village Caregiving requires all personnel to pass a background 

check as prescribed bay applicable Tennessee rules and the Department of Mental 

Health & Substance Abuse Services.  These background checks may be performed 

via the Tennessee Bureau of Investigation. 



Background Check
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Village Caregiving requires all personal support services workers to submit to a 

criminal background check every two (2) years or within ten (10) days of 

employment or within ten (10) days of a change of responsibilities that includes 

direct contact with or direct responsibility for service recipients, as required by 

T.C.A. § 33-2-1202.  No worker will be employed who fails the criminal background 

check. 



Background Check
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• Go to https://www.identogo.com and choose Tennessee 

• Or you may call IdentoGO (855) 226-2937 to schedule 

• Enrollment Services click on Digital Fingerprinting  

• Click on Schedule a New Appointment 

• Service code- 28TZYS 

• You have entered Health Services Employee- Continue 

• ORI – Enter your agencies assigned ORI number    

• The Agency’s Name you choose appears - is this correct?   

• Acknowledgement/Release 

• Enter a zip code 

Appointment Details- schedule an appointment 

****** Further questions contact Identogo/Idemia ****** 

                       Identogo/Idemia   1-855-226-2937 

Prices- $37.15 TBI/FBI-applicant  $33.15 TBI/FBI-volunteer 

https://www.identogo.com/
https://www.identogo.com/


Database Checks
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Village Caregiving will check each workers’ status on the Tennessee registry of 

persons who have abused, neglected or misappropriated the property of vulnerable 

individuals (“Abuse Registry”) maintained by the Department of Health, pursuant to 

T.C.A. § 68-11-1004(b). No employee or volunteer who is listed on the Abuse 

Registry may be hired or otherwise permitted to provider services.  Each workers’ 

status on Tennessee’s sexual offender registry will be checked. No individual or 

volunteer who is listed on the state’s sexual offender registry may be hired or 

otherwise permitted to provide services.  Village Caregiving will retain copies of 

each employees’ background checks and registry checks in their respective 

personnel file.



Health Screening
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All employees, at a minimum, complete this screening:
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Health Screening

● Prior to providing direct services for a client, applicants may be asked to 

submit to and complete:

● Substance abuse test if reason to believe necessary

● Tuberculosis (TB) evaluation if reason to believe necessary
● Any person with a positive history of TB or a suspected exposure may have a baseline two-step 

tuberculin skin test using the Mantoux method or a quantiferon-TB assay unless the individual 

has documentation that a tuberculin skin test has been applied at any time during the previous 

12 months and the result was negative.

● The second step of a two-step tuberculin skin test using the Mantoux method may be 

administered one to three weeks after the first tuberculin skin test was administered.
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Documentation will be kept confidential and in employee files.  Records of current employees will be 

maintained on the agency’s premises or accessible via a central computer file.



Orientation
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Employees complete a formal orientation that includes:

An overview of Tennessee’s home care rules and regulations and licensing requirements; Introduction 

and review of all Village Caregiving policies and procedures related to the provision of home care 

services; A detailed overview of their job description including the employment requirements and job 

responsibilities; Handling of emergencies and use of emergency services; Client rights overview; An 

overview of confidentiality policies and procedures; Necessary training to meet the individual clients’ 

needs in the areas of self-care, household management and community living, and service delivery; 

An examination that determines each staff member has the language skills sufficient to read and 

understand instructions, prepare and maintain written reports and records, and communicate with 

clients; An explanation that they may not ever borrow, receive, or take funds or other personal 

property from clients; An explanation of the general relationship between Village Caregiving and its 

employees that sets forth several issues:  The status of Village Caregiving as an employer; Village 

Caregiving’s responsibility for the payment of the personal support services worker’s wages, taxes, 

social security, workers compensation and unemployment compensation payments, and overtime pay 

for hours worked in excess of forty (40) hours in a week; and  Duties, responsibilities, obligations and 

legal liabilities of Village Caregiving and the service recipient including, but not limited to, insurance 

and personnel management. 



Completion of this Orientation Form is Required:
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Management Staff Requirements

● Each Village Caregiving location employs a manager.

● The manager is responsible for the organization and daily operation of the 

Village Caregiving location.

● All Village Caregiving employees and clients will have reasonable access to the 
manager on a 24/7 basis via a 24/7 cell phone.

● The manager will designate one or more individuals to act on behalf of or 

perform all responsibilities while the manager is unavailable.

● The manager will coordinate between clients, RNs, and direct care staff to 

ensure personal services are delivered as requested.

● The manager will investigate and remedy client grievances/complaints and 

respond in a timely manner.

● The manager will ensure a Village Caregiving RN prepares a service plan 

for a client before providing basic care for a client.
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Staff Training

● The competency of an employee of Village Caregiving who will perform 

services for a client must be evaluated for each task that Village Caregiving 

chooses to have that employee perform.

● Village Caregiving has the sole discretion to determine if an employee is 

competent to perform a task.

● After an evaluation, an employee may need additional training or instruction in 

the tasks Village Caregiving believes require improvement. The employee shall 

be reevaluated following any training/instruction.
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Competency Based Curriculum

Village Caregiving’s training meets the definition of 

“competency based curriculum,” and is designed to provide 

the skills needed to perform certain tasks and activities.  The 

curriculum has goals, objectives, and an evaluation system to 

demonstrate 

competency in training areas.

 

Village Caregiving’s training 

has  been developed and will 

be conducted by an RN 

or documented specialist.
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Competency Based Curriculum
 

Village Caregiving partners with In the Know / Home Care Pulse, a 
nationally recognized training specialist, with support from Village 

Caregiving RNs, to train employees and provide updates on important 
issues.  If you would like additional training on specific skills, 

conditions, or situations, please ask.  These resources are available to 
you at all times.
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Training and Competency Evaluation
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Activities of Daily Living Support
Often, clients deviate from routines and normal behavior when they are 
having health issues. Although caregivers do not diagnose or treat health 
issues, caregivers may recognize health issues and contact health care 
providers before issues become worse.  Your caregiver role is key.
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Think of yourself as a canary in a coal mine. 
Miners would place canaries in underground 
mines to make sure the air supply was safe. 
As long as the canary kept singing, the 
miners knew their air supply was safe. 
Caregivers are like those canaries in the 
homes of clients.

Personal Attendant Skills training is 
provided using online courses provided by 
In the Know, with support from a Village 
Caregiving RN.
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Standard Precautions / OSHA
The Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSH Act) was passed to prevent 

workers from being killed or harmed at work.  Occupational Safety & Health 

Administration (OSHA) training helps to broaden knowledge on the recognition, 

avoidance, and prevention of safety and health hazards in the workplace.  OSHA 

also offers training and educational materials that help businesses train workers 

and comply with the OSH Act. The law requires employers to provide employees 

with working conditions that are free of known dangers.  OSHA applies to workers 

while in a client’s home.  Universal Precautions / OSHA training is provided using 

online courses provided by In the Know, with support from a Village  Caregiving 

RN. https://www.osha.gov/sites/default/files/publications/bbfact01.pdf
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Standard Precautions and PPE

In conjunction with the Bloodborne Pathogens standard (29 CFR 

1910.1030) and the CDC's recommended standard precautions 

training and advice, PPE is available to Village Caregiving staff 

members.  PPE includes, but is not limited to, gloves, gowns, 

masks, eye protection (e.g., goggles), and face shields, to protect 

workers from exposure to infectious diseases.
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Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation

Village Caregiving takes abuse/neglect very seriously and accepts the 
responsibility to keep vulnerable elders safe from abuse/neglect/
exploitation.  It is Village Caregiving policy to call 911 and/or the 
proper authorities immediately in situations where immediate danger 
is present. Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation training is provided using 
online courses provided by In the Know, with support from a Village 
Caregiving RN.
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Medications

Village Caregiving personnel MAY

Remind a client when to take medications and observe to ensure that 
the client takes the medication as directed

Hand the client’s medication to the client.
If the client is unable to open the medication, a home services worker may open the 

unit dose or medication organizer, remove the medication from a medication 
organizer, and close the medication organizer for the client.
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Village Caregiving personnel SHALL NOT
Instill eye, ear, or nasal drops;
Mix, compound, convert, or calculate medication doses;
Prepare syringes for injection or administer medications by an 
injectable route;
Administer medications in any way.



First Aid

Direct care staff authorized to provide care in a client’s home may be 

formally trained in First Aid by an RN.  The main goals of First Aid are to 

1) preserve life; 2) prevent further harm; and 3) promote recovery.

First Aid is the provision of initial care 

for an illness or injury until appropriate 

medical treatment can be accessed.  First 

Aid generally consists of a series of 

simple, and in some cases, potentially 

life-saving techniques that an 

individual

can be trained to perform with minimal 

equipment. 37



Confidentiality, Ethics, and HIPAA

The Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act (HIPAA) provides 

federal protections for Protected Health Information (PHI) held by covered 

entities and gives patients an array of rights with respect to that 

information. At the same time, HIPAA is balanced so that it permits the 

disclosure of PHI needed for patient care and other important purposes. 

Village Caregiving, as a covered entity 

under HIPAA, provides this training to 

caregivers regarding the responsibilities 

related to securing and protecting PHI.  

HIPAA training is provided using the WV 

Medicaid Module and/or using online 

course provided by In the Know, with 

support from a Village Caregiving RN.
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HIPAA

In addition to HIPAA and other laws/rules/regulations, Village Caregiving 

policy states that client PHI (including pictures) may not be posted on 

social media, even if the client gives permission.  This is important to 

protect the company, yourself, and your client.
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NEVER POST ABOUT CLIENTS

Read posts back to yourself before posting to be 

sure you are not posting PHI

ONLY USE SECURE MESSAGING

Use passcodes and other security measure on your 

devices to protect PHI

DON’T MIX WORK AND YOUR PERSONAL 

LIFE

Be careful not to cross a line with private 



Direct Care Ethics

Direct care ethics means more than simply memorizing a list of 
duties and responsibilities.  Acting ethically means assuming 

responsibility for the physical and emotional well-being for all 
clients, being respectful, acting with integrity and responsibility, 

and advocating for the best interests of the client at all times.  
Direct care ethics training is provided using online courses 

provided by In the Know, with support from a Village Caregiving 
RN.
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Changes in Condition

● All staff members must be able to recognize and report 

changes in condition:

● Changes in condition are “significant changes” to a person’s 
mental or physical status.
● They can be positive or negative

● They can involve mental and/or physical changes

● Changes in condition will not normally resolve without additional 

intervention

● Changes in condition usually require a revision of a plan of care

● All Village Caregiving employees understand that changes 

in condition must be reported to an RN
● Changes in condition may necessitate revision of a plan of care
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Record Keeping

● All staff members must be able to adequately document 

care and understand Village Caregiving’s time keeping 

policies:

● All employees receive a tutorial on record keeping and 

record keeping requirements

● No employee is allowed to work for Village Caregiving if 

they cannot adequately track their care
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Health and Welfare for Person Receiving 

Services

● Health and Welfare for Person Receiving Services training is 
provided using online courses provided by In the Know, with 
support from a Village Caregiving RN, including:

● Emergency Plan / Disaster Response

● Fall Prevention

● Lifting and Transferring

● Home Safety and Risk Assessment

● Special Needs Preparedness
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Fire Safety
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CO Safety
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CO Safety
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DO NOT ACCEPT GIFTS OR MONEY

• Village Caregiving employees must NEVER borrow, 

receive, or take funds or other personal property from 

clients under any circumstances.

• Violating this rule is cause for termination.
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Formal Competency Evaluation
● All staff members who provide care must pass this Competency Evaluation:
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Standard of Conduct

• Village Caregiving employees must conduct themselves in a 
responsible, professional, and ethical manner at all times.  Village 
Caregiving employees are expected to be honest and respectful 
with other employees, clients, and Village Caregiving staff 
members, be on time and prepared for shifts, and turn in hours 
worked / expenses in a truthful, accurate, and timely manner.

• Village Caregiving’s reputation is earned by the quality of its 
services.  Our dedication to quality sets us apart from others.

• Taking pride in our communities and improving the lives of our 
clients, who are also our neighbors and friends, matters most.
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Standard of Conduct

• If an employee violates this Standard, Village Caregiving 
staff will communicate that violation verbally, in writing, 
or via digital communication (phone, text, etc), a record of 
which may be kept in the employee’s personnel file.  
Violations may result in discipline or termination of 
employment.

• If you absolutely must miss a shift or call off, please be 
sure to let Village Caregiving staff know – call, text, email 
– something! – please give plenty of notice so your shift 
can be filled and services provided.
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Responsibility

Caregivers are likely to work with the elderly, persons with behavioral 

disorders, and distinct categories of physical and cognitive disabilities.

Elderly: old age or approaching old age; past middle age; later in life.

Behavioral Disorders: disorders characterized by disruptive behaviors such as 

conduct disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, and attention-deficit/

hyperactivity disorder.

Physical and Cognitive Disabilities: motor, sensory, or cognitive impairments 

that substantially limit one or more major life activities.

Remember:  in case of an emergency, stabilize the situation, call 911, notify 

Village Caregiving, and notify the client’s designated representative. 52



Emergencies

● Remember, in case of an emergency, dial 911.

● Next, use all reasonable means to contact the client’s 
designated emergency contact or the people requested 
by the member.

● Next, contact Village Caregiving staff.

● Remain with the client’s until

the emergency situation has

been resolved in a safe,

reasonable manner.
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Complaint Investigations

• Village Caregiving shall investigate a complaint made by 
a client, the client's family, or the client's personal 
representative regarding:

• Service that is or fails to be furnished; and

• Lack of respect for the client's property by anyone 

furnishing services on behalf of Village Caregiving.

• Any other issue that is brought to our attention.

• Village Caregiving shall document the complaint and the 
resolution of the complaint.
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Dress Code

Village Caregiving requires employees 

to dress in appropriate, responsible, 

professional clothing, taking into 

consideration the services being 

provided. For example, scrubs are 

acceptable, especially in situations 

where movement should not be 

restricted.  Dress of any kind that may 

result in increased risk of accident is 

not allowed.  For example, sandals are 

not allowed. Also, be sure to consider 

hair, nails, etc.
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

Village Caregiving provides PPE such as gloves, masks, gowns, face 

shields, sanitizer, etc, at its offices.  Please let Village Caregiving staff 

members know if you need PPE, if you are running out of supplies, etc.  

You will be given PPE for free.  Remember to stay safe!
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Name Tags

Village Caregiving may require 
employees to wear name tags which 
should be visible at all times.  This is 
important because Village Caregiving 
employees may work in a variety of 
settings, such as client homes, nursing 
homes, assisted living facilities, 
hospitals, or other places in the 
community.  It is important that 
employees are clearly identified as 
Village Caregiving employees to avoid 
confusion.  Your name tag may contain 
your job title or NPI #.
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Benefits

 
As an Applicable Large Employer (ALE) under the Patient 
Protection and Affordable Care Act (ACA), Village Caregiving 
may offer health insurance benefits to full-time, eligible 
employees.  In order to quality for Village Caregiving’s group 
health insurance, you must work fulltime for a period of 12 full 
months.  Once you fulfill those two requirements or during an 
open enrollment period, you may be offered information and an 
opportunity to participate in the Village Caregiving group health 
insurance plan, along with your out of pocket obligations.  If you 
accept this offering, you will be asked to complete several 
documents. If you decline this offering, you will be asked to sign 
a Waiver of Medical Coverage for that year.
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Insurance

Village Caregiving carries professional and general liability 

insurance which covers all Village Caregiving employees 

acting within their scope of employment.  Our clients and 

their families place great trust in us, and with that trust 

comes great responsibility.
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Transportation
Village Caregiving requires a valid driver’s license, registration, automobile 

insurance, and a safe driving record in order to transport a client.

It is not appropriate for a caregiver to “borrow” a client’s car for 

personal purposes.

If a caregiver is asked to offer transportation

to a client for approved activities, that

caregiver will be reimbursed for mileage

at the current IRS rate or Medicaid rate.

Please discuss transportation with the office

manager before transporting a client.
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Transportation
Realize that auto insurance follows the 

automobile.  If you are in an accident, 

your auto insurance is the primary 

insurer.

Village Caregiving has hired/non-owned 

auto insurance, but that insurance is only 

a secondary insurer.

Put simply, you are responsible for 

driving safely and obeying all traffic 

laws/rules/regulations.  If you are not 

confident in this, do not transport 

clients.
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Payroll

● Village Caregiving pays all employees via direct deposit.  You will need to 

have a bank account or pay card that accepts direct deposit transactions.  

When you are hired, Village Caregiving will collect your banking 

information:  bank name, routing #, and account #.  This allows Village 

Caregiving to make debits and credits to your account.
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Payroll

● If your banking information, mailing address, or tax status changes 

throughout the year, please notify Village Caregiving as soon as possible so 

that we can update your employee profile.

● Village Caregiving uses Heartland as its payroll service.  You will receive 

an email from Heartland explaining how to create an account.

● This account will allow you to access your pay stubs, W-2, and other 

payroll related documents without asking Village Caregiving for them.
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Payroll

● Village Caregiving direct care staff are W-2 employees, which means all required 

tax withholdings, including federal, state, and local taxes will be withheld from 

paychecks.

● Village Caregiving covers employees with workers’ compensation and 

unemployment benefits.

● Village Caregiving follows all applicable Fair Labor Standards Act laws/rules/

regulations related to minimum wage, overtime, etc.
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Workers’ Compensation

● Village Caregiving policy:  employees must report workplace accidents, 

incidents, and injuries immediately, before the end of the shift.

● Village Caregiving policy:  injured employees may be offered “restricted” 

or “light duty” tasks, to accommodate an injury or restriction/limitation 

ordered by an employee’s health care provider.  Employees must be willing 

to operate under these modified roles to remain employed by Village 

Caregiving.
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Time Sheets / Billing

● Village Caregiving will provide time sheets where staff will keep 

track of their time spent with clients, expenses, comments, notes, 

etc.

● For some private payment members, Village Caregiving will 

generate invoices which will clearly document how many hours 

each caregiver worked and which days were worked, including 

expenses.

● It is not appropriate to accept gifts, money, and/or valuables from a 

client.
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Electronic Visit Verification (EVV)

Village Caregiving may required that staff 
use EVV to chart information about their 
visits. Village Caregiving contracts with 
HHAX for EVV services.  

You may be assigned a username, password, 
and National Provider Identification 
Number (NPI#), which allows you to chart 
information about your visit, location, 
services provided, etc.  You can access this 
information using an app on your 
smartphone.
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Remember to take care of yourself 

and your basic needs.  Being a 

caregiver is hard work!

You are always allowed to take a 

break to use the restroom, have a 

quick bite to eat, collect yourself 

after stressful situations, etc.

Do not neglect self care!
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Collaboration
Some clients have other health care providers and people in their 

homes at the same time as Village Caregiving employees.

Please be courteous and respectful – quality care requires collaboration with 

others and a person-centered plan.

Your roles and responsibilities in a client’s home will be clearly defined.  If you 

have a question, please ask Village Caregiving staff.

Your roles are very important, as you are likely to be present in a client’s home 

more often than others in terms of hours per day.

Our members trust you to protect and care for them – value that trust.
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Thank you for your attention!

Questions?

These training materials are not all-inclusive of the training provided by Village Caregiving.  

Also included and relevant are discussions with Village Caregiving RNs, managers, and other 

training materials.
70
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Name:  _______________________________________________________________

 

 

Answers Correct:  ___________________ of 15 (must answer 12 of 15 correctly)

 

 

Provided and scored by:  ___________________________________________, RN

 

 

Date:  ______________ / __________________ / ____________________________
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1. Village Caregiving serves clients throughout Tennessee? 

1. True

2. False

2. Village Caregiving has an anti-discrimination policy?  True or False?

1. True

2. False

3. A set of procedural directives and guidelines were published in 1987 by 

the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention as recommendations to 

protect health care workers.

1. True

2. False

4. Direct care staff must complete the following before providing services:

1. Criminal record check and database checks

2. Competency evaluation in service tasks

3. Drug/TB screening

4. All of the above
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5. Village Caregiving’s training meets the definition of “competency-based 

curriculum?”  True or False?

1. True

2. False

6. Village Caregiving has a _______ tolerance policy for drug abuse/misuse.

1. Zero

2. Variable

7. Village Caregiving provides training on the following topics:

1. Abuse/Neglect/Exploitation

2. HIPAA and confidentiality

3. Personal Care Tasks

4. Ethics

5. All of the above

8. Village Caregiving has a Standard of Conduct that must be followed?

1. True
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9. HIPAA stands for the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 

Act?  True or False?

1. True

2. False

10. Caring for a client ethically while in the home means putting the best 

interest of the client/member as your highest priority?

1. True

2. False

11. Village Caregiving offers specialized training created by which company?

1. Relias

2. In the Know/Home Care Pulse

3. CDC
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12. Direct care staff must follow a strict process to facilitate the self-administration of 
medication?

1. True
2. False

13. Village Caregiving may use an electronic visit verification (EVV) system which 
allows staff to clock in/out, share a location, and chart services provided?

1. True
2. False

14. In order to transport a client in your vehicle, you must have:
1. Valid Driver’s License
2. Valid Registration
3. Car Insurance
4. Reason to transport the client according to the Service Plan
5. All of the above

15. Village Caregiving covers all employees with professional and general liability 
insurance and workers’ compensation coverage as long as the employee is acting 
legally and within the scope of their employment.  True or False?

1. True
2. False


